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Medics  the good old tried and tested varieties
Medics  the good old tried and tested
dryland Mallee varieties. Look after them
and they will just keep working for you 
year after year! Benefits; great for nitrogen
fixation and increasing organic matter in
soils after the plant has seeded and died
down. They can be sown early in your
cropping program; out of the road.

Varieties available include:
Bindaroo Button  Early Maturity
Parabinga Barrel  Early maturity
Caliph Barrel  Early/Mid maturity
Parraggio Barrel  Mid/Late maturity
Cavaleir Spinless Burr  Mid Maturity
Jaguar strand medic  Early/Mid Maturity
Silver Snail medic  Early/Mid Maturity
Why not call us for a quote on your own custom blend  nothing is too much trouble. Perhaps look to create
a blend with slightly different agronomic characteristics, eg, maturity and hard seededness. Also look to
inoculating medic seed with rhizobia.
We have access to a huge range of clover, lucerne and ryegrass varieties too numerous to mention and
can supply tall wheatgrass and veldt grass  for regenerating reclaimed sandhills. Call us to discuss.

Cyclone introduces stronger NSure gates
Cyclone have redesigned their NSure gates so
they are now stronger and more rigid than ever.
The addition of their gusset technology means the
gates will hang better with less sag.
In addition to the gusset design there will be more
sizes available soon to choose from, including 18'
and 20', as well as all odd sizes. Talk to your local
North West Ag store for more information.
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Clark Tanks
Time is running out for you to take
advantage of Clark Tanks, Tank + pump
deals. Speak to your local North West Ag
store before the end of March to place your
order.

'Bush Tucker' from Neutrog
Following some 3 years in development, Neutrog is pleased to announce the
autumn release of the revolutionary new native plant fertiliser 'Bush Tucker'.
Developed in conjunction with garden media personality and native plant
expert Angus Stewart, along with leading urban soil scientist Simon Leake,
Bush Tucker is a complete, organic based boosted fertiliser specifically
developed to meet the specialised needs of all Australian Native Plants.
Utilising a unique process, trace elements have been added to lock up
phosphorus, making Bush Tucker ideal for even the most phosphorus
sensitive plants such as Grevilleas, Banksias and Proteas.
Ask for Bush Tucker at your local North West Ag store.
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